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DELIVERED AT

THE FORTY;EI.GHTH ANNUAL MEETING OF THE

-B!RITISH MEDICAL ASSOCIATION,
Hel in C AM. RIDG 1E A ugust so/k, xxiii, tah, .and 131/i, sIo.

Bt

GEORGE MURRAY HU-MPHRX> M.D., .R.S.,
-Profemr AfAnusay in the University of Cambridge; Surgeon to

AddeidbrWcefs Hospital.

It is my high.pmriv1Ige, on behalf of this Universkiy and town,
tand of fihe -edieal profession of the district, to give a welCome, a

hearty welcome, to the m'embers of the British Medical Associatffn,
to welcome men whose vocation it is to cope with the stern realties
a-nd the groanng facts of life, to the home of learning and philowphy,
the men who are trtited to the miinistry of the body, to the place
which is devoted to -the tuition of 'the intellect. What higher, 5more

grateful task could be -assigned to any person? Be assured that it is
thoroughly appreciated by one who, for many years, has been bound by
numerous ties to the profession of medicine and the University of
Cambridge, and whose chief ambition it khas been to assist hiinking
that profession and the Un'ivesity mote closely together.

Gentlemen, as you warider through the sacred groves and.the time-
honoured buildings of this many-sided and deeply interesting,place,
feel, I pray you, that you are not merely welcomed by those w-ho are
now permitted bodily to receive you, blut realise to yourselvesTaiso that
you are in the presence chamber of the mighty dead, that-

"Where'er you tread 'tis haunted, holy gtound";
that every turn you take' i hallowed by the impress of a Newton or a

Bacon,. of a Cranmer, a I4timer, or a'Ridley, of a Spencer, a-Milton,
or a Byron, of a Porson or a Macaulay, of a Wordsworth or a Wilber-
force, of a Harvey, a Glisson or a Heberden. of a Whewell,.a Sedg-

wick or a Selwyn; feel that the very stones are reminders bf their
presence, arid cry out in their honour, and speak to you, and Welcome
you in their names.. Those worthies loved the men of work and the
men of worth. As such -you claim fellowship with them, and a right in
the places where their memories live, as well as a heritage in the insti-
tutions which the liberality of our forefathers has bequeathed.

And, yet, as you -passed the threshold of this place; was nolt ech one
troubled with the insuppressible questions, what in these long years,
with this mnight -of intellect, and with its forcing' power of wealth
has Canibridgel done for medicine-? What business, as merhbers of a
medical association, hb.ve"'ve hete ? -H-s there not, through the whole
period of academic history,, been enactled a- divorce, a- mostunnatural
,divorce, as it were, between body and mind, between, 'that is to say,
the nurturers of the one and the' cultivators of the other? Has not
Cambridge more than any university in the world, with perhaps one
exception,-banihed medicine from its walls, and the men of medici'ne
from its schobls?. Ho can these things have been so? Ftow -is it that
the one-half'of man's study and of university duty has been so much
promoted, while the other half has been so much neglected? These
questions W'ill have their way. Can they have their satisfactory answers ?
Can good reasons be shoWvn why medicine has been allowed to 'profit so
little by that accumulated liberality of many generations, 'which'has
given Suth'$reat impulse to arts and literature, to mathematies and philo-
sophy, to Classics and theology, to astronomy a-nd logic; why these
should have bttrned long and brightly here, while the lamp of-medicine,.
which ought to htve been among the most shining lights, has been able
tb maintain a mere flickering existence? \While 13ellini in Pisa, Hoff-
mann and Stahl in Halle,' Boerhaave in Leyden, \Tan Swieten and De
Haen in Vientia, Sauvagess and Astrtic in .Mdnt'pellier, Mondini and
Valsalva 'n Bologna, Montagni, Morgagni, Fabricius ab Aquapendente,
Prosper AIbinus and Vesalius in Padua, Fallopius in Venice, Cullen,
Brown, and the Munros in Edinburgh, were adding to, and rolling on,
the great stone of medical science, and were drawing ptpils from all
parts of the world, and were shedding an unfading lustre upon their
several universities, how came it that students of medictne' c'ould look
to no master teacher here, and that medical science coul'd date no ad-
vance from Cambridge ? Many, no douibt, like Caius and 1Iarvey, and

Gtisson and Heberdens f`61r, ind Watson, Budd, Birrrows, and others-of
our own titne, Went $c*th fom tambidge, equipped *ith eaming, and
strengthened-by that nienal tr&lJi0t wjrhich-aided the6tw ibA:ttly ob-
serving the phenomena, afihaiint - e of the hard pobletbb of
disese; and Ithe" idVA.ttmg- tfu'- ididctYyenferred vtpotmkdindft, in
colndn-With other cicesie iq iiii#rsitf:infhsende and mdvdrsity asso-
ciStion,-must hot be forgotteh. But %*r Afndeh greater would have
been' the bendft, not- to medicine orily, iut 16 iiniveirity arid to the
publie, Whih itist htVe accired- frbn'iI6Igh&lilll-frised
study, aA: a-,V1 -rrY4` teChilfttg o'f 'ire- dLtebegnches of thi' most
nobftseence wi aafftic9wlls.
the question recitS, hait'h$ptevend its. ibng fhbSvert-

tness in a grent f&cA? *SSjd fifily nver ih*nd , w*tv cdntem-
plated, by -durfo`idek.ad lefle itIMors. It the alt cWlge
statutes, ermision dr dlredti6n' l g4 to- toine-of the-he?ibeft ;to
pursue the study of nediite. 1- thde scheni fdr the ntitevity, Whieh
was in the main taken 'f6mthe- UneJit-trf Vats, thè fdltYWd tiredi-
cine- was placed on a parwith fh6se dof Aholb& and- aw, and tihe pro-
vigions -for teachirfg and graudotlrsg i- the th*ie-f&iAtieg*e tlie.
In the professoral foundations by He't vil,rbyWtibh 4Wept;ofes-
sorial -system, as disthi-guished from the fpreceding eh c eahifg
by regents, bachelors, and-doctors, was inaugurated, eF,i ared in
common with the othexrfaculties. The Regius ProfesseRship;dc6 thysic
received at that time an edowment and a status' imilnr to-to, e of
theology and law; and in the addltions to the professoriate Vh16h1vere
subsequently made ftorm ritic te fotie, the *iedical kiences bhare had
eir fair share. Thus, risietde of any klea of stil¶irlg them,, we rtcog-
nise a reasonbable provTsion 1o6 their nurtre atnd _inbnibtkh hopeful
visions of the early benefActors oft Cambridge mutt 1ave bteht: he gtion
of medicine, which they grafted and tended, fowNishin us i to'oodly
tree, drawing sap from the best sources of science, spieaditg f&th iti
branches and beating rih- fruit t -England.

Howv hnve these intentions been foiled? whence the mildew which
b-lighted the lpImlt, and de'ri4edto -nnj ages of its ptrdee
To these great and -ittersting questionts, a toi-6 Pie~s * sub

jects no less largely affecting the welfare and dtiny of tn, the
answers are not direct and easy, and are to be found, if at-ill, o*ly by a
carefl study of the history of the past.

In the early part of the thirteenth centnty,'when the ghtherift. of
pupils and teachers here seems first to-have come under the ?etal direc-
tion of the sovereign, when students were arriving from Paris, and
Cambridge was beginninig to orgatiise itself upon the model of that
great university, the study of medicine, which meant little more than a
culling of the- liews of Aristotle and Galen, obcured- aAid *His-
represented in their transmission through Arabiati.'tiMAIons, Was
much confined to Salerno*, as law was to Bologna,' atid Theology
to Paris. Learning, though reviving from the depression wvhich
almost amounted to extinction, was at a low ebb, especially on the
north of the Alps, and was chlefly in the hainds of the ere, wiho
thouight secuilar knowledge to be unworthy of the atteiitidiW Men
whose 'minds should be'engrossed with the great subject of th, a'! they
imagined then impending, dissolution of the universe; and n'atXitral
science, where it had- any existence, was stifl poisoned by the follies and
mysteries of atchethy, which- had not yet given way before the genius of
Roger Bacon. -This co'tntry which, five centuries earlier, before the
desolating inroad' of the Danes, had 'taken the lead in Eu'rope, 'anid btd
sent from its seho.ols -of York -and Canterbury mTen h*o; %de#'tidhefar-
reaching visdOm of Chattemnagne, drew the fitst outliies 6f' the FrnCeh
and German universities, *as -now itt' ite background, at any 'ate it
could boast of no superiority. Grarmmar, that 'is- Latin, and arithmetic
and the logic of Aristptle, as handed down by the Atabians, and ex-
pounded by Thomas Aquinas and Duns Scotus, formed aid remraified
for centuries the basis of educat'ion in arts. Astronomy ahd-initheibatics
were but little stadied. Soed passed on to the ftcuWfies of theology
and canon law-; but very few, not more than One or two in a year, were
attract-ed by that of medicine. Those who wotld"ake anty po'res5 in
it were compelled to resort to foreign universities; 'as did' Caius and
Harvey to Padua and.Bologna, in which'latter place Vesalius, after the
long and almost unbokten intervalt which hiad elapsed from th'e timne
of Galen, was venturing to dissect the human body, and was followed
by Eustachius and Fallopitus. Caius, Harvey, and 'others retuined to
England; but none of them came batk to Cambridge to found atehool
of medicine here, or to add the lustre of their names, and, the6vigour of

* Salerno probably owed its early distinction as a university to it's lyinig on the hi h
road of the Crusaders. Robert of Normandy stopped here, on his way home, tobe
cured of a wound-.

Mondini appears to have dissedted two females in i1 at ologna, and wrote
a work on anatofty, which 'for thee centuries was the text-book in the 1taliaa
schools.
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their iutellects to such school as there, was here, for theze must have
been some sort of medical teaching in the univerqity., There,were then,
as there ever have boe,s, greater pecuniary anticourtly :attractions elee-
where,- Theyproceeded, on, their return from abro to prattse. their

profession, or prosecute. their. studies, in various parts 'of Etiiand.
Caius, itis, true, after practislug in Shrewsbury and N4orwicb, was not
unmindful, to his college, which he refounded and ;governed till shortly
before his death in 1573, though apparetly, he.till resided chiefly in
London. .; his. foundation he. was. o,t. forgetful of the interests of
medicine ;;,and he showed his sense'ofjt e,-importance of anatomy, ac-
quired doubtless during his residence, ith Vesalius at Padua, by ob-
aing, in the sixth year,of .Queen trizabeth, a licence that his college

might, for ever, yearly takie the,bqdies oftwo malefactors and dissect' them
without the control of any person. Whether Harvey, when at Caius,
may have derived from this any stimulus to 'his researches, or, indeed,
whether theprivilege was ever acted on, I,cannot tell.* But that there

was no great accession to medical study and, teaching in Cambridge' we
may infer from the fact that Glisson, whokleld the Regius Professorship
of Physic,for forty years, from I637 tO .1677, WA a rid'ent in London.
Ere thia, events had occurred which seriously influenced'the'relations

of London, Oxford, and Cambridge- to the study'and'science of medi-
cine. The highly learned Linacre, the great promoter,_'indeed 'reno-
vator of learning, more particularly of Greek, in this country, beholding
with concern that the practice of medicine was chiefly engrossed by
illiterate monks and empirics, endeavoured to strike at the root of this
evil by obtauiing from Henry VIII, in I518, letters patent for the
foundation of his College of Physicians, with the privilege of licensing
practitioners throughout the kingdom. The graduates of Oxford and
Cambridge were exempted, forasmuch as, by virtue of their degrees,
they were independent of the College, except within its precincts.t
Linacre lived to carry out and superintend his plan.' Lectures were

delivered at the College,' and London thus became a cdntre'of'teaching,
as well as of licensing the practitioners of medicine and surgery and a

new and formidable rival to Oxford and Cambridge was raised in the
growing capital of the kingdom. But Linacre, who had been a student
and doctor of Oxford, and an incorporated graduate of Cambridge, was

not unmindful of the two universities. He showed his' anxiety for their
welfare, and'hi's desire to promote the study of medicine in them, by
bequests for the foundation of lecturesbips. Unfortunately, owing to
the mismanagement of his trustees, these intentions were never carried
out. The proceeds of his property, assigned for the purpose, were, in
great measure, lost; and the residue was diverted by private influence,
at Oxford, to Merton College, and, at Cambridge, to St. John's Col-
lege. The result upon medicine of what Linacre effected in his life was
perhaps greater than that accomplished by any other man in this
country; and it might have been far greater 'had his wise and beneficent
intentions been fulfilled. What he left to others to perform, however,
missed its mark ; and his desire to place in the university scale a gift
that might balance the effect of his munificence in London, was woe-

fully frustrated.
The metropolitan influence grew fast. The great centre attracted the

practitioners, the teachers, and the students of medicine; and to the
universities was left little beyond the function of giving a preliminary
training to the few who could avail themselves of it. It must be re-

membered that in no other country are there ancient and powerful
competing corporations similar to our Colleges of Physicians and Sur-
geons, and having power to grant licences'to'practise. In other countries,
the universities are the only avenues, each' in its' particular division, to
medicine, as well as to theology and law. This very important differ-
ence, which is too often overlooked, must ever be borne in mind in
making comparisons between the English and the other European uni-
versities. Add to this the' small population of the districts in which
Oxford and Cambridge are situated, together with the proximity of an

overshadowing metropolis, and the difficulties attendant on the develop-
ment of medical schools in the universities are sufficiently apparent.

To proceed, however, with my brief narrative. During the seven-

teenth and eighteenth centuries, the influence of Aristotle gave way to
that of Bacon and Newton, and the system of the university verged
more and more to the exclusive pursuit of mathematics and natural

* Caius leotured on anatomy at the College of Surgeons in London for twenty
years. He appears to have introduced the study of practical human anatomy into
England. If his intentions with regard to dissection in his College in Cambridge
were really carried out, it is probable that human dissection in this country was first
practised aS that College; and Harvey may have there acquired an insight into the
structure of the human body which led to the formation of his views respecting the
circulation of the blood.

t Shortly before this time it had been enacted (not improbably through the advice
of Linacre) by a statute-which seems to have been the earliest statute in this coun-
try for the regulation of medicine-that no person should erercise as a physician or
surgeon unless examined and approved by the bishop ofthe diocese in which he lived,
who callcd to his assistance expert persons in the faculty.

philosophy; the method of written examination, which had previously
been subordinated to the scholastic exercises? became organised, the
valuable fellowslp4 iifj$h9larshis 'ar,e ki4in,a#6tdance with the
result of them,i tI spihot emuion wass exciteid,atfd {he preparation
for the examinations, which had been originally instituted in Paris for
t'he purpose of teiting tie ability -bf th6se iwho.sogiiht td teaohr became
the too absorbing pursuit;.; the teac ing of the profe4sors, as well, for
the most part, as the subjects tauglt by them, was thrown into the
shade, and the students were brought almiost entirely under t'he influence
of the college authorities and the private tutors. Classics, at length,
contrived to force a recognition. Tne rich prizes given exclusively for
-t-hese two schbol su'bjects exteinded the studyj of them into too late a
period of life, attached an undue importance to them, dwarfed all other
subjects, both at the schools and at the universities, deterred those
students from coming to Cambridge who had not a taste or capacity for
them, qr who had not the sufficient ,means of prolonging their school
education, and, to say nothing of the religious. restrictions, bad well
nigh divested the uni,versity of the character of a national institution,
and' of its claiim to' public sympathy and'regjad.

Happily, the; reform from within wks at hand; a@d, thanks to the
liberal thoughts And wise discerninent of the leading minds of the mst
generation-more. particularly of Whewell and Sedgwick,. of Peacock
and Henslow-the tide was at length turned. Slowly and somewhat
tremblingly the advancing wave of broader educational view came on,
and showed its first influence', i'n' t8, inithe foundation of the natural
and moral sciences triposes.' Thee wetefell6wed inmstccession'by the
theological} the law, the historical, the Semitic, and the Indian lan-
guages triposes. The subjects of these triposes are growing in estima-
tion and in favour; the provision for teaching them is, year by year,
more carefully and liberally made; and rewards for the -successful
study of th'em are more willingly gra:nted.
Why not a medical tripos also'? I' may suppose you inquiring. I

can only answer by expressing the hope that, -when you next come to
Cambridge, you may be relieved from the -necessity of asking the ques-
tion.
At the same time that a wider range was given to the studies of the

place, the rigid and inelastic statutes of Elizabeth, which had for three
centuries held the University with an iron grip, have been relaxed under
the heat of public opinion-that sterling friend to Cambridge-and
have given way to a freer constitutional code, which has afforded
scope to, and thrown into strong relief, the naturally liberal spirit of
the place,
As a result, the University has been opened to all comers from all

parts of the world, of every rank and of every religious persuasion. All
are on an equality. The College stamp is no longer necessary; for the
non-collegiate student stands on the same level with the collegiate. He
enjoys the advantage of not being distracted by the anxiety for college
rewards, and he can regulate his expenses by the measure of his purse.
The requisite tests of general education may now, and should, be
passed before the student comes up'to Cambridge, or in his first ternm
of residence, so that the who'le of the University period may be de-
voted to those branches of medicine or natural science which are
selected. Time is thus economised, and the well-grounded student
may pass into the profession through Cambridge almost as quickly and
economically as by any other route. It can be no longer urged that the
middle classes are excluded from' Cambridge, 'or discouraged from
coming; or that the medical student cannot reasonably look forward to
obtain a degree. All may come 'to the waters and drink, not without
money but without any undue cost, not without price but witb the price
of that labour and perseverance ''which will bring their own sure
reward.
That a great future, most potent for good, in connection with medi-

cine, is open to Cambridge I cannot doubt. The opportunity is before
her-not, I'grant, to'make amends for past shortcomings. That carL
never be done. The past can no more be made amends for than it can
be recalled. The debt of lost time and occasion canno't be repaid, ex-
cept in so far as regret for the omissions of the past may stimulate' to
better effort in the future. The opportunity is open, 'not simply to
influence the few, but to leaven the large masses of the 'rofession.
The opportunity lies in a progressive advance and expansion of the
teaching, under which I include examining; for examining should ever
be regarded as the handmaid and' most important adjunct of teaching.
In proportion as Cambridge avails herself of this opportunity, and
in that proportion only, will her influence upon medicine be great
and good. Her social advantages are much and rightly valued; her
literary renown is high; her academic prestige is great; her build-
ings are inspiring; her history is long and -noble; but it is not upon
these, but upon the high character of her teaching, that her future must
stand. No other foundations will carry the temple to which coming
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generations are to be attracted; This dught to be so, Land it will be so.
The ideal, the aesthetic, the poetic, the conventional " gentlemanly",
may, and should, give their tone and refinement and-play their parts in
the formation and elevation; of -chatacter. The litera- kumaniores ate
the proper, the requisite, complement to the ars et scientia -medicin&z -

but the real basis of University success in medicine, as indeed in the
other faculties, must be the soundness, and thoroughness, and high
standard of its teaching. These will be the measure of thg dimensions,
and will give solidity to the building; those may-impart tone and grace
to its structure. Cambridge must give that kind of teaching which will
engender broader and clearer appreciation of principles, which will
render the study of medicine a medium for the cultivation of intellect,
as well as a means of passing into a profession and earning a livelihood.
It must show the scientific to be the natural and necessary adjunct to
the practical, and must weave the two together into the woof of a high
educational system. In no other branch of knowledge are the two so
naturally and so entirely conjoined; in no other is there so much that
is calculated to give strength and balance to the thinking and the ob-
serving faculties; none in which mental and bodily effort is -more
required and more telling. There is no one, therefore, which is more
worthy of university culture, or which would more truly profit by it.
May we not also say that, of all the physical sciences, medicine is the
most difficult, the most important, the highest? What problems can be
so hard of solution as those which relate to the aberrations of the most
exquisite of organisms-the organism in which the properties of matter
reach their maximum of variety, of complexity, of exquisiteness of com-
bination and action-the organism in which they have their outcome
in an association with the marvellous attributes of responsibility and
intellectual process. These problems of healthy and morbid action.
transcend all known methods of calculation ; and, as is too commonly
found under such circumstances, are liable to fall under the range of
daemonology and quackery-at any rate, to come within the scope of
that mysterious and unfathomable ignzotunm which transcends the miagni-
/icuzn. The very difficulty of the problems causes them to be ignored
or overlooked. Men scarcely venture, or are able, even froil a distance,
to contemplate them, and therefore have a tendency to leap over them
on to conclusions, without calculating the data which brought them
there. That these hard problems may, and will one day, be brought
within the domain of exact science, and be seen to be regulated by
clearly defined law, we may well believe; and we may also believe
that, to effect this, in many of the instances, will, through long ages,
afford unceasing labour to the investigator and test the highest powers
of the thinker. Indeed, the little way we have been able to make along
the path of true medical science, in the centuries during which we have
laboured at it, is scarcely enough even to open to us the difficulties that
lie along it; and we may well believe that many of the enigmas of the
science, of those more especially which have relation to psychological
abnormalities, must await their solution till the far off, possibly the
latest, cycles of human thought and work.
The importance of the result in this, as in so many other things, is

proportionate to the difficulty. When we contemplate the effect upon
the physical and moral condition of the people which is likely to result
from a clearer knowledge of physiologyand pathology; of the causes,
nature, and prevention of disease; of the influences of hereditary trans-
mission of peculiarities of temperament; of the various circpmstances
attendant upon progressive civilisation and social changes; of atmo-
spheric, magnetic, ;nd climatic variations upon those nice balances of
function, and those delicate modifications of them which constitute
disease-when we contemplate, I say, the vast importance of all this
in its bearing upon the physical, mental. and moral status of man, and
when we remember that it is the special object and duty of medical
science to investigate and elucidate all this, and to formulate principles
and rules for our guidance as individuals and as legislators, we find
ourselves ready to assent to the striking statement of Descartes, that all
great movements in the world of thought, of philosophy,-of morals, and
of government, are to come out of medicine.
And is such a subject, so fitted to evoke and invigorate the mental

powers, and upon the successful prosecution of which the future destiny
and welfare of our nation and of our race so much depend, not to
receive its fair recognition in this great seat of learning ? Is Cambridge
to stand aside for the future, as she has too much done in the past, and
keep aloof from the task of generating and wielding this potent force?
Is this important member of the body politic of the University to be
suffered to go unnourished and untended, to the great detriment of the
whole? My own experience tells me that such is by no means now,
whatever it may have been, the feeling or desire of the members of the
University. Certainly it cannot be the feeling or desire of the members
of the British Medical Association. Your presence here is the expres-
sion of your sentiment, and will, I am sure, give the impulse you desire.

You cme, 1ito as ordinaty ;tareles visitors, but as serious. responsible
men, who, for your brethren and children's sake, your profession's sake,
and ydur country's, sake, hay a deep st-ake in this place. Az such you
are receiVed. You come as representatives of the medical professkm-
as members, that is, of the great brotherhood of learning who ought to,
and who must, exercise-an influence upon all learning; as such you are
hailed, and esteemed, and looked up to by the University.

It is in the preliminary subjects of tnedical study, those which form
the subjects of the earlier medical examinations, in addition to the
broad ground of; general education, that Cambridge will find her most
appropriate sphere. T-he feeling is growing that these: subjects would,
for many reasons, be best taught apart from the great centres'of clinical
instruction; and it would be an enormous benefit to the cause of medical
education to secure a thoroughly good teaching in these subjects upon
the basis of sound general education. This, 1 am sure, lies at the root
of the improvement we are all desirous to effect in our profession; and
it is in this work more especially that Cambridge may and ought to
play an important and conspicuous part in the future.

In evidence of this, I may refer to the buildings-the New Museums
-which will be occupied by you during the meeting, and in which a
suspension of our ordinary teaching work is necessitated for the accom-
modation and carrying on of your Sections. And here I would observe,
youmust not suppose that "vacation" in Cambridge implies cessation
of work. On the contrary, the practical classes are, for the most part,
continued during a considerable period of the vacation; and some of the
best work of this kind is then carried on, because, the regular courses
of lectures being discontinued, and the lecture-rooms yielding to the
laboratories and the hospital, the student can-devote his attehtion
more uninterruptedly to these last. This week's holiday is in compliment
to, rather is enforced by, your presence. I make that remark because
it is right you should know that the vacation is not now, whatever it
may have been in times past, a vacant period in Cambridge; and be-
cause, unless you bear in mind that this week's interruption of medical
study is an exceptional condition for which you are responsible, you
would carry away a wrong impression of our vacation life. The erec-
tion of the buildings to which I have referred, with the laboratories,
lecture-rooms, and dissecting-rooms, for experimental physics, botany,
mineralogy, mechanism, optics, zoology and comparative anatomy,
and physiology, and the provision of a staff of professors and demon-
strators, and the better provision for chemistry and human anatomy,
are an evidence of the impulse which the teaching of these sciences
has lately received in the University, and are the forerunners of further
building upon the same plot, bywhich it is hoped that, ere long, geology
will find a suitable dwelling, worthy of the name, and in honour of the
memory, of Sedgwick, and that a much needed expansion of the chemi-
cal and medical schools will be effected. I speak of a much needed ex
pansion of the medical school-and those of you who are anxious to
inform yourselves respecting this will have the opportunity of learning
for yourselves that, though physiology is thoroughly equipped-as
thoroughly as in any European school, and though-the means of teach.
ing and studying chemistry and anatomy have been augmented to meet
the requirements of growing classes of students, yet in both of these a
further improvement might with advantage be made. A well endowed
professorship of pathology is about to be instituted, and a suitable patho-
logical laboratory must be added. A fully complete curriculum Cam-
bridge does not profess; but a sound scientific and practical teaching
in the first two stages of medical education-in physics and chemistry
in anatomy and physiology, vegetable, comparative, and human-and
a careful clinical training at the hospital, associated with pathology and
therapeutics, are quite within our scope, and the teaching in them, I
trust, will continue to be carried on with yearly increasing efficiency
to a yearly increasing number of students.

This vast Association, one of the greatest guilds that ever existed,
rendered possible only by steam and telegraphy, and the energy of suc-
cessive editors and secretaries, and other officers, and owing its success,
in part, to the obvious need of some such -bond to unite the peculiarly
scattered elements of a great professibn, has visited and revisited most
of the great towns of the empire, imparting and acquiring energy in its
course. It embraces most of the leading members of the profession in
this country, is spreading to the colonies, and it attracts to its meetings
many from distant lands. It is an enormous power, and it has its own
proportionate responsibilities. The united force of eight thousand
members ought to roll on the great stone of science, and impel the wave
ot good feeling to the gradual wearing away of false dogmas, and the
still falser notions of c6nflicting interests, and should stimulate to that
unity of purpose and oneness of brotherhood, associated with oneness
in a great and holy work, which are among the high ideals of Christi-
anity. It is by greatness of result, rather than by greatness of numbers,
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that we must be judged. The greater the force, the greater the waste,
uiless it be well applied.
Our Sections, with the masterly addres es on various, subjects, are

well calculated to tell of progress and to aid it, to thrash out the many
questions of medical science, to ascertain the results of new medical
practice, 1nd to stimulate thought and invention. Our meetings pro-
mote business habits and administrative qualities, as well as sociality
and friendship. Our JOURNAL is one of the best, and I believe it is
the cheapest, of the media of medical intelligence which, the world
possesses. Thus far we may be well content. But one work-a work
that especially appertains to the Association, the work of collective
action, of the pull altogether of eight thousand members of the profes-
sion, I mean the work of cumulative observation, or accumulated data
-has been too little attempted; or, if attempted, has been productive
of too little result. I am aware that anything on a large scale of this
kind is a serious undertaking, a gigantic enterprise; and I feel it,
therefore, to be worthy of this gigantic Association. It is, perhaps,
the only work in which all, or a large part, of the members can really
and fully participate, and to which each can contribute his mite. It is
almost the only way in which questions relating to temperamental, climac-
teric, and topographical agencies upon disease and many others can be fully
investigated and solved. To engage the members of the Association as
participators in any division of such work, would prove one of the most
powerful inducements to the cultivation of observation and thought
respecting the mass of facts which are passing, now too often unheeded
or unnoticed, before their eyes; and would tend, more than any other
thing, to deepen their interest in the science of medicine, and to impart
the charm of wider usefuLlness to the daily routine of life.
The knowledge that the project is not novel, and that it has been, to

some extent, tried by the Association and by some of its Branches
without much result, tells us, if we need the telling, that such a work,
to be successful, must be undertaken in a careful, deliberate, systematic
manner, with a viewto its being carried on continuously and thorouighly,
so as to ensure the confidence and enlist the sympathy and co-operation
of the members. There must be a well paid secretary or registrar, who
will devote himself with zeal and ability to the duty of organising a
systematic inquiry, who will attend the Branch meetings for the purpose
of stimulating investigation and discussion of the questions submitted,
and who will collate and codify the evidence and co-operate with a
committee-a medlical investigation comwzittee and a medical inivest iga-
tion secretary or regist-ar. A valuable adjunct to this method of in-
vestigation would be the art of photography with the method of com-
posite portraits, described by Mr. Galton, * whereby typical illustrations
of certain conformations, and of the features of temperament and cha-
racter's of disease, may be obtained. I do not enter into detail. The
scope of the proposal will be sufficiently patent; and, for further
arguments in its favour, I will refer to excellent papers upon it in our
JOURNAL by Dr. Arthur Ransomet and Dr. Mahomed.+`
To the Association I amn personally bouind, not simply by the con-

viction of the good service it has done to the profession, and of the
still wider mission of good to humanity yet before it; not simply by the
many friendships it has openied to me, and the mnany happy and im-
proving hours it has given me in company with my professional brethren,
and the better feeling,towards themi with which it has inspired me; not
merely by the memory of those good and earnest men who, with a keen
appreciation of the wants of the profession, and a true presentiment of
the future potentialities of such an Association, were its foulnders; but,
further, because the interest in it was awakened in my boyish mind, to-
gether with the first sparkling initerest in the profession, by one of those
founders to whose energy the formation of the Eastern Branch was due.
In the well stored and well used library of Crosse of Norwich, five and
forty years ago, my little services were enlisted in the work of the
Association, not so much for any good they did to it, but rather on
account of the gain he knew it would be to me to be early trained in
the feeling that a higher vocation than that wvhich I might suppose to
belong to the student of medicine, was opening upon me in the voca-
tion appertaining to the membership of a great brotherhood, and in the
duty devolving upon me as a member of a great profession. It was no
small thing to have one's sympathies thus early awakened and directed.
To, the Association I have adhered ever since, as a means of keeping
those sympathies alive; and, when the proposal was first made that the
present meeting should be held in Cambridge, I felt that we were
bound to afford you the opportunity you asked of coming-to this much
loved place, this fair spot upon which our own lot has fallen. I lknew
that such would be the sentiment of the profession in the district, and
that the members of the profession in and around Carmbridge would

heartily and liberally respond to the call.,. I knew. that the University
and the town -would, join with us to do you honour. You might h'ave
come at a time of greater financial prosperity-. You might have waited
till our school-buildings were in a more worthy condition; and I trust
that the prospect of coming improvement may ever be available as a
reason for postponement; but I question whether you would ever have
found a more hearty welcome than that which the Profession, the
University, and the town of Cambridge, now-give to the members of
the British Medical Association.

* Journal of A;zthropological Insf/{zite, November 1878.
t BRITISH MEDICAL JOURNAL, October 8th, 1864.
t BRtTISH MEDICAL JOURNA.L, Jan. 3rd and ioth, z8,o.
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MODERN SCIENTIFIC: MEDICINE.
WVHEN the Committee of Council of this Association did me the honour
of appointing me to deliver the Address in Medicine at this meeting,
several topics occurred to me as suitable; but none more so than the
progress of scientific medicine during the last decade. For several
years past, these addresses have dealt with special stubjects in pathology
or practical medicine, or with a comparison of ancient and modern
practice of medicine; and no attempt at summarising or stock-taking,
if I may use such a phrase, has been made since our meeting in London,
in I873, when we. were all so much charmed by the masterly address of
the late Professor Parkes.

In reviewing the progress in the science of medicine during the last
ten years, every one must be struck with the influence which discoveries
in physics and biology (especially physiology) have had upon it; and,
in looking forward, it is impossible not to feel that fturther advances will
largely depend upon discoveries in the physical and biological sciences
-sciences which, I am proud to say, this University has of late done
much to promnote; and in which, by means of her physical, clhemical,
and biological laboratories, she endeavours thoroughly to train her
medical students, as the only sure basis upon which their subsequent
more purely medical studies can be built. The- future progress of
medicine depends, in no small measure, upon students thus scientifically
educated and trained to exact methods of investigation. Physics and
physiology are advancing the healing art each day, step by step, more
nearly to the position of an accurate science.

It will be my endeavour, then, in this-address, to show that medicine
is something more than a practical art; and that the statement of the
late Dr. Whewell, in his book, Thte Pliilosotph), of Discovery (page 34),
that " we have even yet no science of medicine", in the sense in which
he used the term science, namely, "a collection of general truths inferred
from facts by successive discoverers"; whatever tr-uth there might have
been in it when he wrote, is becoming less and less applicable in the
present day.

" Art", as Whewell wrote,* " has ever been the mother of science-
the comely and busy mother of a daughter of a far loftier and serener
beauty."

It has been well said,+ that "it may be accepted as an axiom that every
reduction of physiological or pathological processes to known physical
laws, even if only partially and approximately successful, is a step for-
ward in science; and that if the whole disturbance of nature's equili-
brium, from the excessive complexity of the function involved, be
beyond oux power of analysis, there is still some advantage and a gain
to precise observation in cutting off and putting on one side such por-
tions as are susceptible of accurate treatment. The predominance of
vague, though necessary, generalisations-such as that of vital action-
is thereby materially diminished, and the direction is more closely
indicated in which future efforts at advance may most judiciously be
directed."
\We can hardly estimate how much ioderrmedicine owes to physics,

unless we reflect how helpless the physician in -the present day would be
in the study of morbid processes and'their'resu-s, and in the diagnesis

* Addvess before the Brifish'Associado.i at CambMidgef IZ833
t Crooeian Lectuwes beforethe College of Physkiat, 'z Sb-Sme'Applicaifns of

Physics to Medicine", by W. H. Stone, M.& (Laitce4 1879, VOL iu).


